Dundee – A city getting worldwide recognition..
“A new cultural capital for a new Scotland..” -Condé Nast Traveller
There’s never been a better time to visit the Scottish coastal city” -National Geographic
“Dundee – A little pot of gold at the end of the A92” -The Guardian
Hailed the ‘cultural comeback kid’ and named as one of the seven most ‘designsavvy’ cities in the world -CNN
One of the top ten ‘hot destinations’ for world travellers in 2018 -Wall Street Journal
“An up-and-coming cultural hub..” -Bloomberg Pursuits
The UK’s first UNESCO City of Design -UNESCO Creative Cities Network
“A new cultural capital for a new Scotland..” -Condé Nast Traveller
“..a thriving hub of culture and design excellence” -Lonely Planet
“One of the world’s top six off-beat design hubs..” -Suitcase Travel Magazine
Dundee is a Top 10 destination – Best in Europe 2018 –Lonely Planet
Dundee listed in its “ top 22” destinations to visit in 2018 by Bloomberg Businessweek

Dundee makes The Cool List 2019 -National Geographic Traveller

Dundee – A city getting worldwide recognition..
Voted the best place to live in Scotland 2019 - The Sunday Times
“Game on: the new V&A has set the seal on the city’s status as Scotland’s new
(and affordable) creative heartland” –The Sunday Times
“The coolest little city in the UK” -GQ Magazine
The only Scottish city featured as 10 best UK City Breaks for 2019 –Condé Nast Traveller
The World’s 100 greatest places of 2019 –The Times Magazine
Examining how new technologies will create jobs in The 21 Places of the Future report
Dundee Waterfront is one of 9 Scottish locations on Lonely Planet’s Top 500 Ultimate
Travel List 2020
Voted UK City Staycation of the year 2019 by The i Staycation Awards
Dundee was named the Best Place to Live in the UK 2020 by world renowned Sunday
Times
Dundee Featured at number 5 on the top ten places to raise a family – Scotsman
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Dundee – A city getting worldwide recognition..
Ambitious Dundee is named as one of the world’s top seven cities to visit by US
broadcasting giant CNN
Dundee has been named “the Scottish renaissance city” in top 12 places UK city
breaks to take in 2022 by Conde Nast Traveller
Dundee named in Top-10 best UK cities for small businesses by Daily Record
Dundee Discovery featuring in 21 most highly-rated tourist attractions in Scotland By
The Scotsman
Dundee's Waterfront listed in UK's 43 best free days out by iNews
Dundee featuring in six cool places that could be new Hackney The Times

